Tennis Tournament Results
Kickoff Doubles Tournament
9/22/2018 at Ewing, N.J. (Tennis Complex)

Singles competition

Doubles competition

2. Matt Puig/Justin Wain (TCNJ) def. Benedict Teoh/Joshua Piatos (New York University) 8-4
3. Michael Li/Vishal Walia (New York University) def. Mikhail Kadyrkaev/Sean Reilly (TCNJ) 8-4
5. Gomez/Mark Kanevsky (Stevens) def. Leonid Sorkin/Sam Coan (Dickinson) 8-7 (7-3)
6. Brian Szayna/Keegan Morris (Stevens) def. Derek Chen/Joey Bolanos (Dickinson) 8-2
7. Gabriel Sifuentes/M.J. Pabalan (Stevens) def. Justin Pace/Andrew Lai (Dickinson) 8-5
8. Garrett Kincaid/Ar. Krishnan (Stevens) def. Bryce Perritt/Vincent Tover Dias (Dickinson) 8-6
9. Brian Szayna/Gomez (Stevens) def. Matthew Michibata/Tim Gavornik (TCNJ) 8-3
10. Matt Puig/Justin Wain (TCNJ) def. Mark Kanevsky/Keegan Morris (Stevens) 8-7 (7-5)
11. Gabriel Sifuentes/M.J. Pabalan (Stevens) def. Mikhail Kadyrkaev/Andrew Mok (TCNJ) 8-4
12. Sean Reilly/Gokul Murugesan (TCNJ) def. Arjun Krishnan/Eloi Pradier (Stevens) 8-5
13. Michael Li/Vishal Walia (New York University) def. Leonid Sorkin/Sam Coan (Dickinson) 8-3
14. Benedict Teoh/Joshua Piatos (New York University) def. Justin Pace/Derek Chen (Dickinson) 8-4
15. Christian Otero/Levi Shlyankevich (New York University) def. Andrew Lai/Joey Bolanos (Dickinson) 8-7 (7-4)
17. Matthew Michibata/Tim Gavornik (TCNJ) def. Leonid Sorkin/Sam Coan (Dickinson) 8-4
18. Matt Puig/Justin Wain (TCNJ) def. Mark Kanevsky/Keegan Morris (Stevens) 8-7 (7-5)
19. Joe Bolanos/Justin Pace (Dickinson) def. Gokul Murugesan/Mikhail Kadyrkaev (TCNJ) 8-4
20. Sean Reilly/Andrew Mok (TCNJ) def. Bryce Perritt/Qi Hua (Dickinson) 8-2
22. Keegan Morris/Mark Kanevsky (Stevens) def. Benedict Teoh/Joshua Piatos (New York University) 8-2
24. Zeb Zheng/Shrikar Kundur (New York University) def. Phillip Chiriluscu/Brian Li (Stevens) 8-2

Tournament notes: